Please confirm the fatal facts(on the climate)and make plan for global
co-operation to act.
2014/6/25
To Dear Massive Friends of the Global Political Parties.
Now unpopular,but outrageous problem has been going on.Following report could be
confirmed by yourself with your reliable friends who are good at science(physics,
mathematics).This is the utmost inconvenient,but fact which could destine your future,hell
world toward mass extinction ,or not !!!.As you had already known the climate change
which has been disastrous to many regions in the world.However massive people has been
considering those very few other's unhappy,but not ownself's problem for the time being.
Climate now has been becoming hastely worse and worse than previous predictions.So now
time is very critical,but not too late..
To tell the fact,now nothing actual countermeasure has been,but only the debates has been
going on without nothing effective decision to act.The decisive reason is entirely due to
the IPCC climate reports which has substantially been nothing realities for effective
salvation action.
The really effective counter measure is nothing,but emergent more than 80%CO2 cut in
order to stop and turn down temperature rise into now state. Because unless
temperature recovering to now(15℃),the world would have been disastrous toward mass
extinction by wild higher temperature climate(the last stage is Arctic Methane
Catastrophe).The operation to turn down the temperature could not be nothing,but more
than 80%cut<massive CO2 sink by ocean power and land vegetations>.
Why the almost climate scientists has been substantially silent ??.Author guesses that most
of them consider it impossible,which may be partly due to invisible, but strong suppression
on them by the conservative power of strong business society inteference..
However author found it possible to save peoples life by higher possibility.
http://www.777true.net/Nothing-scientists-declaration-on-deadly-climate-facts-has-been-inte
rcepting-the-salvation.pdf
http://www.777true.net/Why-more-than-80percent-cut-and-the-Realizability-in-your-life.pdf
Now established media never informs you the planetary emergency of Arctic ice lid
decline which would lead the world toward methane catastrophe.

Methane is 70 times stronger Green House effect Gas than CO2.The mass destructive
thermal bomb is reserved Arctic sea coast where temperature has been entirely rising by ice
lid retreat.Ice lid retreat increases insolation heat input ocean which accelerate more ice lid
retreat.That is positive feedback has been going on,which never can be be stopped
spontaneously.Note unless man made Arctic Cooling Engineering,the world would
encounter mass extinction by methane catastrophe toward fireball earth in the last stage.
http://www.ameg.me/
http://www.777true.net/How-to-Make-Clouds-for-Intercept-solar-heat-in-Arctic.pdf
However,very lucky for us,UK scientist had invented effective and low cost technology.

Of course 80%cut life might be bitter for people who has been accustomed in extravagant
way of life.People must accept the decisive reality that now era is nothing,but climate war
time,which conclude all people must be soldiers against climate collapse.Unless the
operation,we would encounter climate hell world which is far more outrageously cruel world
than anything else.Imagine the world without foods,water,and home in extremely climate
disastrous world.Now none(but few) will imagine the utmost inconvenient facts by the
strongest delusion due to no information on the decisive fatal facts and due to global
massive and synchronous ensemble paralyzing in the unprecedent pleasure modern life
by massive oil consumption civilization..
So your task is confirm

the facts and make plan for global co-operation to act.

http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

Now this is incomplete due to authors inability,which could be improved by you of all. !!!

PS:The substantial climate prediction had been already concluded,but not disclosed to the
world. Now is time for research and design on Geo-engineerings and the Global Climate
War Time Regime.

Once people accepted the outrageous,but decisive facts,
they could do best !!!.
Trust and Bet it !!!.

How to sale the Climate Policy hated by All??!＝What have they been wishing？
Substantial climate debate❷ had already been determined,so that our tasks are ❶ & ❸.
❶Comprehensible and Favorable Possibilities(Realizability) !!.
⑴Non carbon Energy Engineering(wind turbine,solar heater,...)
http://www.777true.net/Part_6_non-carbon-Energy-Engineering.pdf
⑵Arctic Cooling Engineering by global co-operation.
⑶Green-nization(forestation) toward increasing Mass Foods Production
⑷Mass Employment as soldier against Climate War
by nation strategy with global governance.
⑸Ever lasting Ramadan Festival(musician,actor,sport player,artist,.....)
http://www.777true.net/Life-Assurance-by-National-Strategy-in-coming-climate-WAR-TIME.pdf

❷Comprehension on coming desperate Hell World,unless the measure !!.
⑴Arctic Methane Catastrophe following ice lid vanishing in Arctic.
⑵Coming wild climate era causing water & foods shortage with climate disasters

http://www.777true.net/non-ipcc-Climatology-toward-Coming-Climate-Crisis.pdf
❸Anticipating for possible interferences against our Global Solidarity Operation.
By knowing enemy and own enables no defeating even in hundred battles....Sun-Tzu
The deadly climate fact(Arctic Methane Catastrophe Possibility)has been hiding by them.
Climate cure never be done without cure on global oligarchy Bilderberg Group the hereditary
power of USA & UK imperials with CIA-military industry complex.They are the most enemy.
＝people and nation are those who should be exploited by the supremacy..
http://www.777true.net/The-Upside-Down-World.pdf
PS:Certainly the problem is outrageously too big,
though coming hell is more outrageously too big！!,.
People could do best once they accepted fact !!!.
Trust and Bet it !!!!!
http://www.777true.net/
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